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“You will never make colonialism blush for 

shame by spreading out little-known cultural 

treasures under its eyes.” 

(Frantz Fanon, 1963, 223)



A Popular Framework

https://www.tandembayarea.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/
Mirrors-Windows-Doors-graphic-e1608333796475.png



A Bit More Nuanced

Chitra Soundar: 
https://www.tokabox.com/blog/books-are
-like-mirrors-windows-and-doors



Reflection

How might a book benefit and/or harm

- A specific reader of the book?

- The society in which this reader will live and contribute

- The planet in which this reader will live and contribute



Four Cases to Consider: how Might the book work 

as mirror, window and door for each reader

1. A white, middle-class, heterosexual male reading a book written by and 
about a white, urban, middle-class male experience

2. A white, middle-class, heterosexual male reading a book written by and 
largely about a black, female or non-binary experience living in rural 
Somaliland .

3. A black, Somalian, female refugee in Canada, reading a book written by 
and about a white, middle-class male experience

4. A black, Somalian, female refugee in Canada reading a book written by and 
largely about a black, Somalian, female or non-binary experience living in 
rural Somaliland



Complexifying Mirrors

René 

Magritte

The False Mirror (1928)
Reproduction Prohibited (1937)

The Good, the Bad 

and The Ugly of 

Reflection



Windows?

The World of Images (1950)
The Looking Glass (1963)

The Human Condition (1933)



And More Windows?

  In Praise of Dialectics (1936) 

The Time of the Harvest (1959)

 Month of the Grape Harvest?



Doors

Unexpected Answer (1933)

The Poison  (1939)

or…. Fortune Telling  

The Invisible World (1954) 



The Treachery of Images (1929) 

Books do not Reflect Reality 

- They Are works of Art



Selection as a Balancing Act

Comfort with the familiar   Willingness to allow unfamiliar to open text

Local Perspectives/Issues Global Perspectives / Issues

Issues of social justice    Appreciation of Strengths and Differences

Literary Merit   Depth and Value of Questions raised

Comfort zone of readers Affective value of difference/disturbance

Necessary Contextual Knowledge Enough to Provoke questions vs. Indoctrinate

Invitation to differences   Orientalism / Exoticization / Romanticism



What Literature?





“
Nancy Krar

Working with Non: Fiction, Short Stories 

and fine arts
https://sites.google.com/learn.cssd.ab.ca/acgc-krar/home



Inspiration

1. Travel and Books

(Australia: David Malouf, 
Remembering Babylon; Egypt: 
Nawal El Saadawi, Woman at 

Point Zero; Vietnam: Ru by Kim 
Thuy;  India: Shantaram by 

Gregory David Roberts and White 
Tiger by Aravind Adiga; Cyprus: 

Bitter Lemons by Lawrence 
Durrell)



2. My Students 

"Representation always has and always will matter to kids of all ages. Our educators have an 

enormous amount of control and influence in this area yet, time and time again, I find that 

students like me are let down. We are either portrayed as our stereotypes, used as comic 

relief or are excluded from classroom discussions altogether. Whether this is through a lack 

of understanding by the authors we read, representation in the poems we analyze, 

conversation surrounding our influence on Canadian history, or people who look like us in 

classrooms, we are extremely misrepresented and underrepresented in school spaces."

 

I don't know if this is exactly what you are looking for so please let me know and I can fix it up a 

bit. 

 Mikayla



Inspiration

3. Disrupting what has always been done or taught

The writers cannot be a mere storyteller; he cannot be a mere teacher; he cannot merely x-ray 
society’s weaknesses, its ills, its perils. He or she [or they] must be actively involved shaping its 

present and its future. 
-Ken Saro-Wiwa, “Trying Times”

“Living as a creative act. 
Self-determination, consent, kindness, and freedom practiced daily in all our relations.

Practices replicated over and over. 
Making as the material basis for experiencing and influencing the world. 

Living with the purpose of generating continual life. 
Our infrastructure for life was relationships, not institutions.

Our orientation for life was internationalist.”

Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, A Short History of the Blockade. University of Alberta Press, 2021. 



Project one: non-Fiction

Students have freedom to select texts of interest and develop their own point of 

inquiry. Last year, we updated the book list to add more contemporary texts and  

encourage more social justice investigations. Students choose text from 15-20 

options, share project proposal via google form, form a point of inquiry 

inspired by the non-fiction text, research and summarize findings create and 

present a podcast or infographic.







Comparative Writing and Connections to 
Sustainable Development Goals

Project two:short 

stories















Student reflections

Through their works “The Embassy of Cambodia” and “Worms”, Zadie Smith and 

Souvankham Thammavongsa respectively discuss how life often plays out similar to a 

sports game with each individual being a player. However, when an individual is 

disadvantaged due to inherent inequality and prejudiced expectations, they are forced 

to become the underdogs in their own lives which often prevents them from succeeding 

in life, or “winning” in this case. Because individuals in these situations may be unable to 

escape from them, it results in them never truly being free something that these authors 

exemplify in their respective pieces of literature. (T.L, 2021). 

https://www.pshares.org/authors/souvankham-thammavongsa
https://www.pshares.org/authors/souvankham-thammavongsa


Student reflections

(T)here is a sense of prosperity that originates from foundations of systemic

oppression and discrimination. In Zadie Smith’s “The Embassy of Cambodia” and Souvankham

Thammavongsa’s “Picking Worms,” discrimination is explored by two anecdotal experiences for

the reader aiming to explore the burdens of being a member of the oppressed class. For both

protagonists in these stories, discrimination is a barrier to empowerment as, in Picking Worms,

the protagonist’s mother is not given a promotion in favour of a younger, and male, employee. In

“The Embassy of Cambodia,” Fatou is a refugee sent to the UK by her father, in the hopes of a

better life, trapped in servitude to a wealthy family and unable to begin integrating into UK

society. These two stories portray how discrimination operates through the lives of two

disenfranchised women in societies that accept systemic oppression and is the primary conflict in

both stories. (S.D, 2021).



Project 3: Graphic tees for 

social change - Grade 10

(stickers work too!)

Literature as the pathway to empathy and understanding: 



issues

The Grizzlies:
 multi-generational trauma, alcoholism, unifying purpose through sports, traditional 

ways, food desert.

13th: 
slavery and mass incarceration in the U.S., systematic oppression

The Motorcycle Diaries: 
social injustices of persecuted mine workers, indigenous  peoples in South America.

Patron Saints of Nothing:
corruption, police state, drug wars, dual loyalty.



What specific action or 

understanding needs to happen to 

begin to address these issues?

 Create a tshirt (visual and text) that compels students to action or thought.



Spoken Word 

and 

Dance: 

H20: 

Go with 

the 

flow

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dh7EjnKNHNw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y061s2BjGb8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTUi8VZAqgU


“
Matthew Sauer

Project Based Learning: Voices 

from the margins



What’s in a name?

“Our names are an incredibly important part of our identity. They carry 
deep personal, cultural, familial, and historical connections. They also 
give us a sense of who we are, the communities in which we belong, and 
our place in the world. This is why mispronunciations, misuse of our 
preferred/ common names, or misgendering can negatively affect and 
possibly hurt and impact a sense of belonging…”

Iman Baobeid, Communications Assistant, UBC Equity & Inclusion Office



Who are you from?

Too often we ask our students and people we meet where they (or their 
family) are from… this is not enough. We need to ask who they are from. 

In asking who a student is from, we are asking them to reflect on their 
identity, on who they are, on personal factors that helped contribute to 
their own sense of self… their identity.

Where are you? vs Who are you?



Voices from the margins



Women

VIsible minority

Mental health / disability

lgbtqia2s+

indigenousreligious

youth

‘other’



fiction non-fiction

poetry Art / visuals

film song





What’s next?



How do students respond?

1)    Written Critical Prose - Two

2)   Written Creative Prose (at least 1) or Poetry - two

3)   Visual (Artwork, Photography, etc.) - two

4)  Oral (Presentation, Podcast, MP3, Video, etc.) - two



Websites

https://ninjakennedy.wixsite.com/voicesfromthemargins

https://shastabou.wixsite.com/marginalizedvoices

https://lexipixie2005.wixsite.com/website-1/my-project-6

https://shastabou.wixsite.com/marginalizedvoices
https://lexipixie2005.wixsite.com/website-1/my-project-6


“
Kevin McBean

Leaning into Discomfort: 

Working With Purple Hibiscus 



a teaching practice that can encourage students to 
move outside their ʻcomfort zonesʼ and question their 
ʻcherished beliefs and assumptionsʼ (Boler 1999, 176).

if a major purpose of social justice education is to 
unsettle cherished beliefs about the world, then some 
discomfort is not only unavoidable but may
also be necessary (Berlak 2004 quoted in Zemylas 2015).

Pedagogy of Discomfort



“emotions define how and what one chooses to see, and 
conversely, not to see” (Boler 2003). 

“For understandable reasons, students may not welcome the 
invitation to rethink their worldviews in ways that disrupt and shatter 
their comfortable status quo”. (Boler 2013)



Selecting a New Novel: Teacher Discomfort

Questioning taken-for-granted assumptions about 
canonical texts (“inscribed habits of inattention”)

Moving outside the comfort zone of 
teacher-as-expert 

Moving from “learning about” to “learning from” 
the world of the text



Challenging the Single Story

Nkali - To be greater than 
another (roughly translated 
from Igbo)

“The single story creates 
stereotypes, and the problem 
with stereotypes is not that 
they are untrue, but that they 
are incomplete. They make 
one story become the only 
story.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg


Barbie Savior

Article on Voluntourism

Unsettling Beliefs

https://www.instagram.com/barbiesavior/?hl=en
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y_frIdnf20V6bYH9ZFA_9mxhoFURrvt3/view?usp=sharing


What’s Your Single Story?

“...if I were to add, I am also queer and 

non-binary; I am female, and all of 

those have single stories“ (S.L, 2021)

“...I’m Punjabi, but one 

single story that has been 

told about Indians is that 

we’re all the same“ (I.J, 

2021)

“I try to educate people about my 

stereotypes as so that they don’t 

go ahead and ask somebody else 

who may not be as willing to 

teach as me.” (M.P, 2021)



Critical Lenses: Feminism

“Flawless” by Beyoncé “We Should All Be Feminists” by 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adiche

“A Disobedient 
Woman” - NY Times

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyuUWOnS9BY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg3umXU_qWc
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_5mLqN1Qpz19HfPJF-qoLTKweQgHxtk7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_5mLqN1Qpz19HfPJF-qoLTKweQgHxtk7/view?usp=sharing


Critical Lenses: Post-Colonial

“You cannot continue to 
victimize someone else 
just because you yourself 
were a victim once—there 
has to be a limit” 

― Edward W. Said

‘The white man is very clever. He 
came quietly and peaceably with his 
religion. We were amused at his 
foolishness and allowed him to stay. 
Now he has won our brothers, and 
our clan can no longer act like one. 
He has put a knife on the things that 
held us together and we have fallen 
apart.’  Things Fall Apart, Chinua 
Achebe

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/24390.Edward_W_Said


Essential Questions

What events or 
circumstances help or 
prevent from finding their 
voice or being heard?

How is power divided 
within our society? 
Within the novel?

What happens when 
a system of belief is 
imposed on a group 
of people?

What are the 
legacies of 
colonialism? 

How do people with less 
power resist oppression 
from those with more?



Other Considerations

“It is obscene”

Considerations for teaching the 
novel:

● Domestic Abuse

● Treatment of Religion

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11GHKCAF_U4DC-fyoxAw5GkWpDITesRxw/view?usp=sharing


Ethical Considerations

How much discomfort is too much to bear?

How do complex class compositions change approaches to a pedagogy of 
discomfort?

How do we use these productively and move beyond discomfort to critical 
hope?
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Working with the God of Small 

Things and Experiences of Felt Sense



Fostering complex thinking

The power of complex thinking lies in the capacity to resolve 
paradoxes and tolerate uncertainty, ambiguity, and ambivalence. 



       
        ITʼS ALL ABOUT THE TEXT

THE TEXT ISNʼT WHAT MATTERS

The literature teachers’ paradox



Self Discovery is achieved:

“..not by looking out of the corner of your eye to see if 

everybody else is getting the same results as you or by 

trying to find out what others have already discovered. It 

is achieved by going down into oneʼs own inner, secret 

place, and asking there for a direct encounter with the 

world, independent of convention.” (Alan Watts)



Fostering a Contemplative Pedagogy Through Mindful Awareness of Felt Sense

Mindful awareness of one’s felt sense is a paradoxical experience in 
that it requires an individual to simultaneously subjectively experience 
embodied emotion while maintaining enough objective distance to 
avoid being overwhelmed by an emotional state. 

I’m interested in how mindful awareness of felt sense can affect 
teachers’ and students’ experiences of reading, writing, instruction, 
and well-being. 

See Section 3: “Getting Started” - Resources for Teachers of 
Creating Space for Contemplation: Infusing Mindfulness and 
Awareness Activities in English Language Arts Classes

https://era.library.ualberta.ca/items/7ff95baf-dccb-469b-bc94-3bab2235dc3f
https://era.library.ualberta.ca/items/7ff95baf-dccb-469b-bc94-3bab2235dc3f


What is felt sense?

Felt sense is here defined as a “body-sense of meaning” 

(Gendlin, 1981, p. 10) that encompasses and physically 

communicates to the individual what they feel and know about 

a given subject at a given time. “It is felt in the body, yet it 

has meanings. It is body and mind before they are split apart” 

(Gendlin, 1981, p. 165). Felt sense refers to a “body sense of 

meaning”; it is preverbal, however we can describe, name, or 

express it through art. 

https://compcomm.commons.gc.cuny.edu/feltsense/part-one-what-is-felt-sense/
https://focusing.org/
https://www.focusingarts.com/


Spend a few moments 
sensing how your body 
feels as you rest your 
gaze on this image. What 
textures, feelings, 
emotions, thoughts, 
memories, imaginings 
arise in connection with 
these bodily sensations? 







Writing from felt sense

See Sondra Perlʼs Composing Guidelines
On City University of New York website

- For some students, this approach has been transformative

Conference: Embodied Liberation: The Felt Sense & Social Justice

Beatrice Blake - El Salvador - Combines Focusing on Felt Sense 
and Non Violent Communication 

https://compcomm.commons.gc.cuny.edu/feltsense/guidelines-for-composing/
https://focusing.org/event/third-felt-sense-conference-online
https://www.malindaelizabethberry.net/feelings--needs-cards.html








Considerations 

- “The orangedrink lemondrink man”:
Graphic depiction of sexuality

- Incest 
- Faced charges of obscenity in India
- Banned by schools in Alabama after parent complaint 



Intro - synopsis (first 1:09)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjcCmERmIMo


Cultural or Ethnic Differences (ways of being or knowing), 
Focus on gender/feminist differences, 
Socio-Economic status differences,
Religion or Belief differences,
Language/Accent difference, 
Global or International perspectives,
Mental Health, 
Polarization or differences in political beliefs

Associated themes: bullying, equity, belonging, discrimination

Intersections/Issues relevant for fostering global citizenship

https://seniorenglishgodofsmallthings.wordpress.com/




“
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Critical pedagogy - Class Discussion

Problem-posing takes place through dialogue (voice, attention, 
and acknowledgement) between participants organized around a 
key concept, object, or experience that forms the basis for Socratic 
open-ended questions. Voice is when participants offer, articulate, 
legitimate, and become vulnerable. Attention is when they listen, 
accept, understand, and give legitimacy and acknowledgement. 
Acknowledgement is their recognition of what another sees as a 
truth. 
(Birch, p. 67)



Discussion Questions & Essays

The Consequences Of Our Actions

Many times we, as human beings, do not realize the consequences of our 
actions as we choose to act. We are impulsive beings, and this is evident in our 
decision making in everyday life. We take risks, we say what comes to mind, we 
don’t hold back. We often hurt others in doing so, and we are not aware of this until it 
is too late. In Arundhati Roy’s novel, The God of Small Things, we see many events 
where a person’s actions result in somebody else getting hurt. More often than not, 
the person making these impulsive decisions is the character of Rahel. Through The 
God Of Small Things, readers are taught the crucial lesson that your actions and 
words have consequences, and unsurprisingly, these consequences hurt other 
people.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OycKrywKmnjPF3iXvnxDXBMjvJFEVTm_R80E9hSoJwY/edit?usp=sharing
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How does a [text] mean?



Close Reading - Interactive Notes Assignment

Quote from text re: motif (e.g. 
Pappachi’s moth) or theme
(In this example: postcolonial 
concerns)

‘In the evenings (For that Regional Flavour) the tourists were treated to  
truncated kathakali performances… Six hour classics were slashed into 20 
minute cameos...’ (Pg.121)

Comments Focusses on the appropriation of local culture, something that started in the 
colonial era, for the purpose of outsider entertainment

Analysis Finally, one of the biggest postcolonial concerns was with the appropriation of 
their local culture, not by the colonial powers, but by outside societies as a whole. 
This idea is best shown on page 121, where tourists in a hotel facility are treated to 
a ʻtraditionalʼ Kathakali performance. To any outside culture, uneducated in 
Indian history, this would seem like a proper showing of traditional Indian culture, 
but as Rahel puts it, these are in fact ʻSix hour classicsʼ slashed into ʻ20 minute 
cameos .̓ This shows us the use of traditional Indian culture not for their original 
people, but in a manner meant to entertain more than to educate. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AlPuk9ZrnunXcdweiq1Kgi99CDwDznxa4Igx-AqG8wU/edit?usp=sharing


Commentary/Analysis of a Key Passage - Assignment

“In an exuberant display, Roy compiles a novel with many 
seemingly insignificant passages, that together form a complex 
arrangement, and a deep sophisticated story. Just like “the small 
things” in the novel, “The Sophie Mol Incident” is a small piece 
of a large enterprise, affecting the future for all the characters in 
the novel.”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rv9oGSBlCDdGPOaRMr3QPg3m3eniV4uv4uWpF97myVQ/edit?usp=sharing


Extension of study - IB student’s Extended essay

▸ Student whose family came from Kerala, India

▸ motivated by a genuine passion for social justice 
▸ became passionate about the rights and needs of women in India 

in relation to stigmatization of menstruation
▸ following her interest led to research and an in-depth discussion 

of two areas - both religion and history - in her extended essay
▸ She took a scholarly approach throughout the development of her 

independent research work, resulting in a very informative and 
sensitive, thoughtful work.



The artist as activist







Thank You!

any

questions

?
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Summation of Approaches



Use charts to explain your ideas

GrayWhite Black
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Big concept

Bring the attention 
of your audience 

over a key concept 
using icons or 
illustrations
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Big concept

Bring the attention of your audience over a key 
concept using icons or illustrations

95







Mobile project

Show and explain your 
web, app or software 
projects using these gadget 
templates.

98



Literature and Local/Global Citizenship

LiteratureLocal Global

99










